
GENERAL TERMS OF USE 

By using the brochures and information made available on this website, the user of the website and/or information 

(hereinafter referred to as the “user”) agrees to these General Terms of Use. 

The brochures available on this website with information on wood and derived timber products, building materials, 

components and joints for timber construction are provided by KLH Massivholz GmbH, FN 334040k (hereinafter 

referred to as “KLH”) exclusively as free support for professional users (architects, planners etc.). The brochures are 

intended to provide support as a basic solution approach for planning and implementation work; care must be taken 

when using them to consider the respective project-specific conditions and the design quality. The information 

provided cannot under any circumstances replace professional support and advice from a professional familiar with 

the specific project.  

The key figures shown in the brochures indicate the performance characteristics of the components and do not reflect 

any building law requirements. Building laws and regulations must be observed for the property in question. Any static 

analyses that are required must be provided separately for the respective object.  

The inspections, calculations and assessments were carried out in accordance with the latest technological standards 

applicable when the brochure was published for the first time. KLH makes every effort to update the available 

brochures and to check them for any errors on an ongoing basis, but accepts no liability for the correctness of the 

contents. All information must therefore be checked by an expert before use.  

KLH shall not be liable for any damages arising out of or in connection with the use of the brochures and information 

provided or access to the website http://www.klh.at or to any established links to websites or URLs of third parties, 

even if KLH has been advised of the possibility of such damage occurring. If a user concludes a legal transaction with 

providers of a linked website, the contract shall be concluded exclusively between the user and the provider of the 

linked website. KLH shall not be liable for the services of these providers or their qualifications. 

Intellectual property rights 

Logos, images, the design of the website www.klh.at and all information are intellectual property of KLH. Downloading, 

saving or printing the contents of the website www.klh.at is permitted if it is not used for business purposes and if 

copyright notices or other legally protected designations are neither removed nor changed. Any further use and/or 

reproduction is prohibited and may lead to claims for damages.  

Applicable law and place of jurisdiction: 

The present Terms of Use and the use of the information provided are subject to Austrian law to the exclusion of the 

conflict of laws rules of international private law.  

For all disputes arising directly or indirectly from this legal relationship or the use of the information provided, including 

disputes about the validity of the present terms of use, the Austrian court locally and objectively competent for the 

registered office of KLH shall have jurisdiction. 


